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Gavin & Elizabeth Butler

From: Kristina Zarich <Kristina.Zarich@transport.nsw.gov.au>

Sent: Wednesday, 6 December 2017 12:56 PM

To: Gavin R Butler

Subject: B-Line / thanks for your submission

Dear Gavin, 

 

Thank you for your email dated 1 December 2017 and associated attachments relating to the extension of B-Line 

services to Newport and the preferred option proposal to construct a roundabout at the corner of Neptune and 

Barrenjoey Roads.  

 

As you are aware, the preferred option presented to the community is an early concept proposal only. Feedback 

gained from the community at information sessions, B-Line project email, telephone, mail and website will be used 

to inform the development of a Review of Environmental Factors (REF) expected to be completed late February 

2018. This will also include review of the comments you have provided in both your email and attachments. The REF 

will include a detailed concept design, traffic studies and environmental impact assessments. 

 

As per the planning process, the REF will be placed on public exhibition at which time the community will be asked 

to provide formal submissions during the public exhibition period. Consultation with key stakeholders, community 

groups and businesses will occur at this time. 

 

Thank you for your feedback and we will continue to keep you updated on the REF development and planning 

process. 

 

Regards 

 

Kristina and the B-Line Project Team 

 
 
Kristina Zarich 
Community Consultation Manager  
Northern Beaches B-Line Program 
Transport for NSW 
  
T  02 9422 5529 | F  02 9200 0290 | M  0426 871 843  
Suite 1-5, 117 Old Pittwater Road, Brookvale 2100 
   

 
 
Use public transport... plan your trip at transportnsw.info 
Get on board with Opal at opal.com.au 

 

This email is intended only for the addressee and may contain confidential information. If you receive this email in error please delete it and any 
attachments and notify the sender immediately by reply email. Transport for NSW takes all care to ensure that attachments are free from viruses or 
other defects. Transport for NSW assume no liability for any loss, damage or other consequences which may arise from opening or using an 
attachment.  

Consider the environment. Please don't print this e-mail unless really necessary.  


